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Abstract 

 
Owing to the difficulty in controlling the dopant or defect types and their homogeneity in carbon 

materials, it is still a controversial issue to identify the active sites of carbon-based metal-free 

catalysts. Herein, we report a proof of concept study on the active-site evaluation for a highly 

oriented pyrolytic graphite catalyst with specific pentagon carbon defective patterns (D-HOPG). 

It is demonstrated that specific carbon defect types (edged pentagon in this work) could be 

selectively created via controllable N-doping. Work function analyses coupled with macro/micro- 

electrochemical performance measurements suggest that the pentagon defects in D-HOPG served 

as major active sites for acidic oxygen reduction reaction (ORR), even much superior to the 

pyridinic nitrogen sites in N-doped highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (N-HOPG). This work 

enables us to elucidate the relative importance of the specific carbon defects vs N-dopant species 

and their respective contributions to the observed overall acidic ORR activity. 



Carbon-based metal-free catalysts (CMFCs) have been widely exploited as the potential 

alternatives to the expensive Pt catalysts for oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) since the nitrogen- 

doped carbon nanotubes was reported to be active for ORR in 20091. Although tremendous 

progress on the development of new doping strategies2-10 for CMFCs has been made so far, the 

detailed catalytic mechanism and the identification of active sites (i.e. specific doping sites in sp2 

carbon topological structures) still remains controversial. For N-doped CMFCs, for instance, some 

reports have suggested that the pyridinic N (the nitrogen substituting a sp2 carbon atom in a 

pyridinic ring on the edge) is responsible for the ORR catalytical activity9,11,12 whereas other studies 

have indicated that the active sites are associated with the graphitic N (the nitrogen substituting a 

sp2 carbon atom in the plane and bonding to three carbon atoms)13-15. Of particular interest, Guo et 

al.16 deliberately designed an experiment in 2016, for the first time, to control the type of pyridinic 

N (Pr-N) or graphitic N (G-N) species up to an extremely high percentage (>90%). Furthermore, the 

G-N was characterized to be ORR inactive while the Pr-N exhibited acidic ORR activity. 

Consequently, these authors concluded that the Pr-N, but not the G-N, is the active site for acidic 

ORR16. However, further confirmation is required to support the above conclusion due to the 

following several critical issues: i) Certain topological defects have been recently demonstrated to 

be highly active for ORR even with a much superior ORR activity to the N-doped counterparts17-23; 

ii) the N-doped sites have been reported to be inactive for ORR in acidic media due to protonation 

of the Pr-N to reduce the O2 affinity24; and iii) it is virtually impossible to completely eliminate 

topological vacancy defects in the N-doped carbons. Therefore, it is important to identify the real 

active site for acidic ORR: vacancy-type defect or N-dopant? For this purpose, controlled synthesis 

of carbon defects (e.g. defect type, density and location) is urgently 



needed, but rarely reported, to establish the correlation between the carbon defects and ORR 

performance23,25. 

To address the aforementioned critical points, we performed a proof of concept study. 

Specifically, we firstly synthesized the Pr-N dominated highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (N- 

HOPG) with an N content from 0.74~2.73 at% by following the same procedures of Guo et al16. 

Our combined Raman and positron annihilation (PA) measurements demonstrate that the removal 

of the Pr-N in N-HOPG can lead to the controllable formation of the edged pentagon carbon defects 

in the resultant defective HOPG (D-HOPG). Remarkably, subsequent micro-electrochemical 

measurements, coupled with work function analyses, reveal that the D-HOPG thus prepared show 

a significantly enhanced acidic ORR activity that is directly proportional to the number of defects, 

and that such defect-based active sites are mainly located at the edges of groove structures in the 

D-HOPG. Density functional theory (DFT) calculations indicate that the apexes of the edged 

pentagon defects are the preferential active sites for ORR with the highest onset potential of 0.74 

eV. In this study, the formation mechanism of this edged pentagon defect is also investigated, both 

experimentally and theoretically, and our work represents a breakthrough in the development of 

high-performance metal-free catalysts for acidic ORR by controllable synthesis of desirable 

defects. 

Results 



 

 
 

 

Fig. 1 | Synthetic scheme and structure characterization of D-HOPG. a, Synthetic 

scheme for the preparation of D-HOPG sample. b, SEM image of D-HOPG. c, The N 1s 

high resolution XPS spectra of HOPG, Ar-HOPG, N-HOPG and D-HOPG. d, The Raman 

spectra of HOPG, Ar-HOPG, N-HOPG and D-HOPG. 

Synthetic strategy of specific carbon defect. Fig. 1a shows the synthetic procedure of D-HOPG 

using a well-controlled patterning method. Briefly, the pristine HOPG with a perfect graphitic 

carbon structure was etched by argon plasma to form uniform grooves through a nickel mesh with 

square windows (Supplementary Fig. 1). Then, the obtained sample (Ar-HOPG) was washed with 

nitric acid for three times to remove the residual nickel on the surface, followed by annealing at 

700 °C for 3 hours in the ammonia flow. Consequently, this allows the specific N-dopant (Pr-N) 



formed at the edge of N-HOPG grooves. Finally, the N-HOPG was further annealed at 1150 °C 

for 2 hours under nitrogen to obtain D-HOPG. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and atomic 

force microscopy (AFM) images (Fig. 1b and Supplementary Fig. 2) show that the ordered uniform 

square groove structures (length and depth sizes of ~10 µm and 160 nm, respectively) are 

uniformly distributed over the surface of D-HOPG. Such abundant groove structures provide 

sufficient docking sites for doping nitrogen atoms at the edge region of the carbon matrix. The X- 

ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) spectra (Fig. 1c) indicate that the nitrogen doped N-HOPG 

is dominated by the pyridinic nitrogen (398.7 eV) with trace graphitic nitrogen (401.3 eV), well 

consistent to the study by Guo et al16. To eliminate the nitrogen dopants, we use the same nitrogen 

removal method as reported in our previous publication23. The XPS results (Fig. 1c) reveal that the 

nitrogen dopant is absent from the resultant D-HOPG. The corresponding Raman spectra (Fig. 1d) 

show an increased disorder level (the ratio of ID/IG) according to the order of HOPG < Ar- HOPG 

< N-HOPG < D-HOPG. The increased number of defects from N-HOPG to D-HOPG clearly 

indicates that new defects are generated due to the removal of nitrogen dopants. The X-ray 

absorption near edge structure (XANES) curves of N-HOPG and D-HOPG (Supplementary Fig. 

3) show sharp peaks around 285.2 eV, contributed by the transition of the C 1s core electron to the 

π* state26. The intensity of the π* state of D-HOPG is weaker than that of N-HOPG, revealing the 

disruption of sp2-hybridized carbon structure in the process of nitrogen removal associated with 

the reconstruction of the fragmentary carbon lattice. 



 

 
 
Fig. 2 | Structure characterization on formation of specific carbon defect via 

controllable N-doping species. a, Positron annihilation intensities versus the lifetimes 

for the samples of HOPG, Ar-HOPG, N-HOPG and D-HOPG. b, Illustration of edge defect 

reconstruction originated from nitrogen removal. c, Four reaction pathways of forming 

specific carbon defects derived from zigzag and armchair Pr-N models, respectively. d, 

The HAADF-STEM image of N-doped graphene (denoted as N-G). The nitrogen atoms 

are marked with red circles. e, The partially zoomed-in image of N-G. The grey scale is 

transformed to colour gradient. f, The HAADF-STEM image of derived defective graphene 



(denoted as D-G). g, The partially zoomed-in image of D-G. The grey scale is transformed 

to colour gradient. 

Positron annihilation (PA) was conducted to further investigate the types of defects in 

HOPG samples (Fig. 2a and Supplementary Table 1). The theoretical lifetimes of PA in different 

vacancy type defects (V1 denotes single vacancy, etc.) are marked as the grey dashed lines in Fig. 

2a. Two identical lifetimes (0.15 and 0. 34 ns) with similar signal intensities of PA are obtained in 

D-HOPG and N-HOPG, respectively, indicating the equivalent densities of intrinsic carbon lattice 

defects and Vx defects (x=5 or 6 denotes the absent numbers of carbon atoms in vacancy). 

Therefore, these results confirm that the increased overall defect numbers in D-HOPG (indicated 

by the higher ID/IG) should be attributed to the reconstruction of edge carbon lattice from N-HOPG 

(e.g., transformation of the pyridinic nitrogen ring into a pentagon) rather than the pre-existed 

vacancy defects. Fig. 2b illustrates the evolution of structure reconstruction from the zigzag and 

armchair Pr-N doped edge carbon lattice to the corresponding pentagon edge carbon defects. 

While the removal of one Pr-N atom will result in the formation of one pentagon on the edge, 

two adjacent single vacancies on graphene are easy to coalesce and transform into a di-vacancy18. 

However, it is still uncertain whether two pentagons or a di-vacancy will be formed if two adjacent 

Pr-N atoms are removed. To investigate the defect type after the nitrogen removal, the formation 

energies of different model structures after removing two adjacent Pr-N are calculated, as shown 

in Fig. 2c. It can be seen that no matter for the armchair or the zigzag edge, the formation energies 

of two pentagons are smaller than that of a di-vacancy, implying that the defect type on the edges 

of D-HOPG is most likely the reconstructed pentagon carbon defect. To directly identify the 

formation of specific carbon defect via controllable N-doping species, we have carried out the 

high-angle annular dark-field scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) on the 



nitrogen-doped graphene (N-G) and defective graphene (D-G) with a probe-corrected TEM to 

simulate the defect formation on D-HOPG (i.e. N-G and D-G are synthesized by the identical N- 

doping-removal method on HOPG). Fig. 2d shows the HAADF-STEM image of N-G, in which 

the bright spots attributable to nitrogen atoms are observed to dominantly distribute on the edges 

of the graphene sheet. It is further observed that the N-dopants at the edge sites are in the form of 

Pr-N (Fig. 2e). After the high temperature treatment to remove the N atoms, the bright spots 

become invisible on the D-G image (Fig. 2f), suggesting that the N dopants are removed from the 

graphene sheet. Due to the disruption of the hexagonal topological structure of the carbon matrix 

caused by nitrogen elimination, the dangling bonds of carbon atoms are reunited to generate the 

non-hexagonal carbon lattice structures (i.e. carbon defects) (Fig. 2g), as indicated by the 

theoretical prediction (Fig. 2c). Clearly, therefore, the carbon defect type can be experimentally 

controlled by removing specific N doping site(s). 



 

 
 
 
 

Fig. 3 | The intrinsic work function analysis and macro-electrocatalytic effects of N 

dopant and carbon defect in acidic ORR. a, The local work functions collected from the 

edge areas of Ar-HOPG, N-HOPG and D-HOPG. The Scheme of Kelvin probe force 

microscope (KPFM) test is shown as the inset. Error bars correspond to s.d. from three 

independent measurements. b, The LSV curves of Ar-HOPG, N-HOPG and D-HOPG for 

ORR in 0.1 M H2SO4 solution. The correlated onset potentials are shown in the inset table. 

c, The AFM image of D-HOPG after acidic ORR measurement. d, ORR activities of N- 

HOPG with the etching time from 60 min to 120 min. e, ORR activities of D-HOPG with 

the etching time from 60 min to 120 min. f, Correlation comparison between current 

densities of ORR at 0.7 V vs RHE (fastest kinetics variation of ORR) and pyridinic N 

concentrations/defect densities. 



Work function analysis and electrochemical performance. Theoretically, the electron donating 

capability of a catalyst determines the interfacial charge transfer with the associated oxygen, 

having profound significance to ORR. To distinguish the ORR activity of the pyridinic nitrogen 

from that of the topological carbon defect, we use the local work functions obtained from Kelvin 

probe force microscope (KPFM) measurements27 to evaluate the electron donating capability of 

N-HOPG and D-HOPG. Fig. 3a represents the local work functions of Ar-HOPG, N-HOPG and 

D-HOPG collected from each edge area using a Pt tip as the cantilever (the scheme is the inset in 

Fig. 3a). As can be seen, D-HOPG possesses the lowest local work function at the edge area (5.18 

eV) while N-HOPG and Ar-HOPG have a higher local work functions of 5.22 eV and 5.27 eV, 

respectively, indicating the highest electron-donating capability for the defect generated by 

nitrogen removal. As expected, the corresponding linear scan voltammogram (LSV) curves in Fig. 

3b show an efficient ORR activity for D-HOPG with an onset potential of 0.81 V vs RHE at 0.05 

mA/cm2 in an oxygen saturated 0.1 M H2SO4 aqueous solution at room temperature in a three- 

electrode system. Meanwhile, the onset potentials of Ar-HOPG and N-HOPG are 0.73 and 0.76 V 

vs RHE, respectively, both inferior to that of D-HOPG (Fig. 3b inset). Fig. 3c shows that the 

ordered square groove structures in D-HOPG are retained after the acidic ORR measurements. 

 
To more quantitatively interpret the origin of ORR activities from N-HOPG and D-HOPG, we 

evaluated the electrocatalytic performance of various N-HOPG and D-HOPG samples treated by 

plasma etching for different times. Fig. 3d shows the LSV curves for the N-HOPG 60 min (0.74% 

N), N-HOPG 80 min (0.97% N), N-HOPG 100 min (1.62% N), and N-HOPG 120 min (2.73% N), 

respectively. The corresponding LSVs for D-HOPG 60 min, D-HOPG 80 min, D-HOPG 100 min, 

and D-HOPG 120 min are shown in Fig. 3e. From the upper panel of Fig. 3f, it can be seen that 

the current densities of different N-HOPGs at the potential of 0.7 V vs RHE (the fastest kinetics 



variation of ORR) only increase slightly from 0.09 to 0.13 mA/cm2. Meanwhile, it is noted that 

the disorder level (the ratio of ID/IG) from Raman spectra for these four N-HOPGs keeps almost 

constant (Supplementary Fig. 4a). Thus, the influence of the N-dopant level on the ORR 

performance of N-HOPGs can be seen, though defects should also contribute to the ORR activity. 

To exclude the influence of N dopants, we prepared the four D-HOPG samples by removing the 

Pr-N from the above mentioned four N-HOPGs. The ratios of ID/IG of D-HOPG 60 min, D-HOPG 

80 min, D-HOPG 100 min and D-HOPG 120 min are found to be 0.03, 0.05, 0.09 and 0.13, 

respectively (Supplementary Fig. 4b), which is directly correlated to the defect densities 

(Supplementary Fig. 5). Also, it is observed that the current densities are significantly increased 

with increasing the defect density in D-HOPGs (Fig. 3e). The current densities of different D- 

HOPGs at the potential of 0.7 V vs RHE are also found to be proportionally increased with 

increasing the defect density in D-HOPGs (the lower panel of Fig. 3f). The specific activities of 

the N-HOPG and D-HOPG are further evaluated by normalizing the catalytic performance to each 

active site (N-doping or defect site) (see Methods). Supplementary Fig. 6a shows much higher 

specific activities for D-HOPG 120 min with respect to N-HOPG 120 min below the onset 

potential (0.7 V), which is in line with the LSVs in Fig. 3b. Furthermore, it is found that the acidic 

ORR specific activity of the catalysts is decreased with increasing the concentration of active sites 

of Pr-N in N-HOPG, but increased with increasing the pentagon defect sites in D-HOPG 

(Supplementary Fig. 6b), suggesting that the pentagon defects are the major active sites for the 

enhanced acidic ORR28. The reduced specific activity per Pr-N with increasing the concentration 

of Pr-N may be attributed to deactivation of the Lewis basic site of C atom between two Pr-N sites 

on zigzag edge29. 



 

 
 
 

Fig. 4 | Identification of active location in D-HOPG via KPFM and micro- 

electrocatalytic analysis. a, The AFM line scan (along X axis marked on the image) of 

the depth in D-HOPG. b, Correlation of the local work functions and the roughness 

collected from three different regions on D-HOPG. The three corresponding areas are 

marked as site 1, site 2 and site 3 in (a). Error bars correspond to s.d. from three 

independent measurements. c, The optical microscope image of the D-HOPG (80 mesh). 

The electrolyte droplets are marked with red lines, denoted as site 1, site 2 and site 3 



respectively. d, The LSV curves of site 1, site 2 and site 3 on D-HOPG (80 mesh) for 

ORR. The correlated onset potentials are shown in the inset table. 

Identification of the active site location in D-HOPG. To further unveil the active sites in D- 

HOPG, we investigated the local work functions at different regions on D-HOPG. As shown in 

Fig. 4a, three typical sites (site 1, site 2 and site 3 corresponding to the top, edge and bottom of the 

groove structure, respectively) were selected for measuring the local work functions (Fig. 4a). Fig. 

4b shows a similar local work function of ~5.30 eV for the site 1 and site 3, and an obviously lower 

value of ~5.17 eV for the site 2, implying that the edge areas of D-HOPG may have acted as the 

active sites for ORR. We further investigated the underlying relationship between the local work 

function and the count of the exposed edges (Fig. 4b), the latter is represented by the root mean 

squares (RMS) of the height deviations calculated from the surface roughness imagined by local 

surface scanning. As seen in Fig. 4b, the site 2 with the lowest local work function shows the 

highest RMS, indicating that the high catalytic activity of the site 2 is originated from the exposed 

edges. 

In this study, we have also designed a micro-electrocatalytic testing apparatus to 

experimentally identify the active site location(s) in D-HOPG for ORR. As shown in 

Supplementary Fig. 7, micro-Pt counter electrode and Ag/AgCl reference electrode were 

encapsulated in a capillary tube while the D-HOPG (80 mesh) was used as the working electrode, 

on which three droplets sized approximately 50 µm were deposited at three different sites (denoted 

as: site 1, site 2 and site 3). As shown in Fig. 4c, the site 1 is dominantly on the top and site 2 

stretches across the edge while site 3 is on the bottom of the patterned structure. Fig. 4d shows the 

LSV curves of site 1, site 2 and site 3 for ORR. As seen in Fig. 4d, the site 2 exhibits an onset 

potential of 0.49 V vs RHE, whilst the onset potentials of site 1 and site 3 are 0.21 and 0.29 V vs 



RHE respectively, much more sluggish than that of site 2. These results clearly demonstrate that 

the ORR activity of D-HOPG is mainly arising from defects at the edge surface, but not the top 

and bottom regions. 

 
 



Fig. 5 | Unveiling the derived carbon defect as active site for enhanced ORR. a-d, 

The energy profiles of N2 (A), N9 (B), D2 (C) and D8 (D) for ORR. The topological 

structures are inserted. e, The ORR reaction pathway on D8 under acidic condition. 

DFT calculations. Based on the above structural characterization, we performed density 

functional theory (DFT) calculations for the four carbon-based topological models (unit cell size 

of A=21.3 Å and B=12.3 Å; Vacuum=20 Å) shown in Supplementary Fig. 8a and b. The models 

contain two Pr-N atoms (Supplementary Fig. 8c) and two pentagons (Supplementary Fig. 8d) on 

the armchair and zigzag edges, respectively. The calculated energy profiles of different sites on 

the four models are given in Supplementary Fig. 9 and Supplementary Fig. 10. The most 

energetically favourable atoms on each model for ORR are illustrated in the Fig. 5a-d. It can be 

seen that D8 (Fig. 5d) is the preferential active site for ORR with the largest onset potential of 0.74 

V. It is also noteworthy that the large uphill energy gaps in the first elementary reaction of N2 (Fig. 
 
5a) and N9 (Fig. 5b) for ORR hamper the adsorption of reactant and increase the required 

overpotentials, leading to the observed higher ORR activity for defects than that of the N dopants. 

Fig. 5e shows the 4e- ORR pathway on D8, which involves four protic hydrogen and electron 

transfer steps: (i) the adsorbed O2 transfers into OOH*; (ii) desorption of H2O and formation of 

O*; (iii) OH* is formed and (iv) the OH* further associates with a protic H and an electron to 

generate H2O. Moreover, to investigate whether there is a synergistic effect between the pair of 

Pr-N or pentagon defects, the DFT calculations were performed using the models with only a single 

site (Pr-N or pentagon) in the position of zigzag Pr-N, armchair Pr-N, zigzag pentagon and 

armchair pentagon (Supplementary Fig. 11). The calculated overpotentials of N2’, N9’, D2’ and 

D8’ for ORR are 0.74, 0.7, 0.7 and 0.52 V, respectively, which are close to those of N2, N9, D2 



and D8 in Fig. 5. This clearly indicates that the defect-defect interaction is very weak in the pair 

with a distance of one hexagonal ring thus its effect on the experimental result is limited. 

Conclusions 
 
In summary, we have demonstrated, through a combined theoretical and experimental approach, 

that the removal of Pr-N atom from an N-doped six-carbon ring in HOPG can form a pentagon 

defect at the edge. Importantly, macro/micro-electrochemical measurements, coupled with work 

function and DFT analyses, reveal that the edge pentagon defect thus produced as the major active 

site for acidic ORR, superior to that of Pr-N in N-doped HOPG. In this study, therefore, we have 

not only clarified a long-standing issue on the activity origin of carbon-based metal-free 

electrocatalysts for acidic ORR, but also provided a promising strategy for controlled synthesis of 

a specific type of carbon defects of high acidic ORR activities. 

Methods 

 
Synthesis of Ar-HOPG. The Ar-HOPG was fabricated from the commercial HOPG sheet (10 

nm×10 nm) by plasma treatment through a nickel mesh under the atmosphere of Argon at 100 

Watts. Then, the obtained sample was washed with nitric acid for three times to remove the residual 

nickel on the surface. 

Synthesis of N-HOPG and D-HOPG. The Ar-HOPG was annealed at 700 °C for 3 hours in the 

ammonia flow. The prepared sample was denoted as N-HOPG. It was further annealed at 1150 °C 

for 2 hours under nitrogen to obtain D-HOPG. 

Characterization. Raman spectrum was recorded on a Renishaw InVia spectrometer with a model 

100 Ramascope optical fibre instrument. X-ray photoelectron spectrum (XPS) data were collected 

on a Kratos Axis ULTRA X-ray photoelectron spectrometer, and the binding energy of the C 1s 



𝑐𝑚2 

𝑐𝑚2 

peak at 284.8 eV was used as an internal reference. Scanning transmission electron microscopy- 

Energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (STEM-EDS) elemental mapping images were obtained 

from TECNAI G2 F20 with an acceleration voltage of 200 kV. High angle annular dark field 

(HAADF) images and BF images are collected from a probe-corrected JEOL ARM200F with an 

acceleration voltage of 80 kV. 

Electrochemical measurements. All the electrochemical tests were performed in a conventional 

three-electrode system on an electrochemical station (CHI 760E), using Ag/AgCl (saturated KCl 

solution) electrode as the reference electrode and graphitic carbon rod as the counter electrode. All 

potentials were referred to the reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE) by following calculations: E 

(vs RHE) = E (vs Ag/AgCl) + 0.197 + 0.059pH. The micro-electrocatalytic measurements were 

conducted inside a deposited droplet of aqueous electrolyte, as previously reported 30. 

The calculation of specific activity per active site. The specific activity is the performance 

normalized to single active site, calculated by: 

Specific activity =
 𝑁𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑠 

 𝑁𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑒 
(1) 

 
In this paper, the active site of N-HOPG and D-HOPG are recognized to be the Pr-N and pentagon, 

respectively. According to that the pentagon is generated from the removal of Pr-N, the number of 

pentagon is equal to the number of Pr-N. Thus the equation could be transformed to16: 

𝑗𝑂𝑅(
 𝑚𝐴 

)×0.001(
 𝐴 

)×𝑁𝑒𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑜𝑚𝑏 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑(
 𝑒 

) 
Specific activity = 𝑐𝑚2 𝑚𝐴 𝐴∙𝑠 = 

𝐷𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑛𝑒 (
𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑠

)×𝜌𝑃𝑟𝑁(𝑎𝑡%) 

 𝑗𝑂𝑅(
 𝑚𝐴 

)×0.001(
 𝐴 

)×6.24×1018( 
𝑒 

) 
 𝑐𝑚2 𝑚𝐴 𝐴∙𝑠 (2) 

3.82×1015(
𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑚𝑠

)×𝜌𝑃𝑟𝑁(𝑎𝑡%) 



Calculation of root mean squares. The root mean squares (RMS) are the representations of 

surface roughness and calculated by: 

 𝑅𝑀𝑆 = [(1/𝐿) 
𝐿 

(𝑥)2 
 

1/2 (3) ∫0 
𝑑𝑥] 

 

Calculation of defect density. The defect density 𝑛𝐷 is calculated by the following equation: 
 
 

 𝐼𝐷 𝐶(𝑟2−𝑟2) 2   2 14 
 

 

 

2     2 2 14 

= 𝐴 𝑠 [𝑒−𝜋 𝑟𝑆 𝑛𝐷/10 − 𝑒−𝜋 (𝑟𝐴−𝑟 )𝐷/10 ] (4) 𝐼𝐺 (𝑟2−2𝑟2) 𝐴 𝑠 

 

The 𝑟𝑆 is the average radii of defect area. Here, the size of pentagon defect is approximately 0.25 

nm. The 𝑟𝐴 is the radii of the area activated by the defect, which is 0.75 nm here. The factor 𝐶𝐴 is 

determined by the excited laser and we used 4.2 here31. 

Density functional theory calculations. In this work, Density functional theory (DFT) 

calculations were carried out by using the Vienna ab Initio Simulation package (VASP)32,33. The 

ion–electron interactions were described by the projector augmented wave (PAW) approach. 

Electron exchange–correlations were represented by the functional of Perdew, Burke and 

Ernzerhof (PBE) of generalized gradient approximation (GGA)34. To ensure the convergence for 

total energy, all calculations were performed using a plane-wave cutoff energy of 400eV with 

Fermi-level smearing of 0.1 eV and Monkhorst-Pack grid (3×3×1) was used for k-point sampling. 

Besides, the convergence threshold of energy and forces were set to be 1×10-5 eV and 0.02 eV/Å, 

respectively. 

The overall oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) in acidic environment can be written35: 

 𝑂2 + 4𝐻+ + 4𝑒− → 2𝐻2𝑂 (5) 

 
And we divided ORR reaction into four steps: 



1) 𝑂2  + 𝐻+ + 𝑒− +∗→ 𝑂𝑂𝐻∗ (6) 

 
2) 𝑂𝑂𝐻∗ + 𝐻+ + 𝑒− → 𝑂∗ + 𝐻2𝑂 (7) 

 
3) 𝑂∗ + 𝐻+ + 𝑒− → 𝑂𝐻∗ (8) 

 
4) 𝑂𝐻∗ + 𝐻+ + 𝑒− → 𝐻2𝑂 +∗ (9) 

 
in which * implies the adsorption site. 

 For each step, the reaction free energy ∆G is defined by following equation35: 

5) ∆  = ∆𝐸 + ∆𝑍𝑃𝐸 − 𝑇∆𝑆 +  ∆𝐺𝑈  + ∆𝐺𝑝𝐻 (10) 

The ∆E, ∆ZPE, and ∆S are the different energy, zero-point energy, and entropy of the reaction, 

respectively. The ∆E is calculated by DFT, ∆ZPE and ∆S are obtained from the values of Table I 

in ref.36. 

Data availability 

 
The data that support the plots within this paper and other findings of this study are available from 

the corresponding author upon reasonable request. 
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